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Transformers 6 charlie watson

in: Alive, Stub, Characters, and 2 More Edit Comments Share Charlie Watson No Video Portrayed: Hailee Steinfeld Appearances First Appearance: Bumblebee: The Movie Appearances: Bumblebee: The Movie Last Appearance: Bumblebee: The Movie Details Species: Human Status: Alive Stub Human
Characters Reboot Characters Community Content is by CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise stated. Charlie Watson is the main human protagonist of the Bumblebee film. She is a young woman who survives her adolescence, feels lost and desires freedom. When she finds the Bumblebee, she makes friends
with the lost Autobot and names him bumblebee because of its color and sounds like a bumblebee. [1] The story of Charlie Watson is a young woman living in Brighton Falls, California. In her youth, Charlie was part of her high school diving team, an activity she surpassed, winning several trophies. She
had a close relationship with her father, who would often join her and film her diving meets. They also shared a taste of music and worked on trying to fix the Corvette. When her father died unexpectedly, Charlie took it very hard. She withdrew from the diving team, because it caused painful memories.
When her mother met her new husband and began a new relationship, Charlie retreated into her grief further and resented the fact that her mother seemed to have forgotten her father and moved in. Charlie tried to keep his father alive in her mind trying to fix the corvette, feeling that one to a certain level
that if she found that maybe her father would come back to. Using money from her job selling hot dogs on the Brighton Falls boardwalk, she would buy parts from Hank's marine repairs and parts. The day before turning eighteen, Charlie spent the day working on a boardwalk where she accidentally
managed to spill drinks through her popular classmate, Tripp Summers. Because of her clumsiness, she was forced to endure the mockery of Tripp's girlfriend Tina Lark and her friends. After work, Charlie went to Hank's strip parts to use on the corvette. During her visit there, she revealed an abandoned
yellow Volkswagen Beetle that attracted her attention. Taking her spare parts home, Charlie found out that she still couldn't get the corvette running. The next day was Charlie's 18th birthday. Instead of the car that she hoped to get, Charlie's mother bought her a helmet riding on her moped, while Ron
gave her a book on how to smile more. In desperation, Charlie headed up Hank's and prepared to make it a deal to work for free if she could get Volkswagen running. Hank instead told her that if she got him running, it was hers. Charlie spent several hours working with the car and eventually got him on
the run, much to Hank's surprise. After taking the car home, Charlie heard a piece of the car fall from the bottom of the car. In research, it found that the chassis is strange and included a robotic face. Its focus has led to a sequence of transformations, and transform into a robot. Initially scared of the robot,
Charlie realized that he was also afraid of her. He couldn't speak or remember anything, so Charlie took him to call bumblebee because of his color. The next morning, Charlie found Bumblebee gone and was told by Ron that her mother used the car to take the family dog to the vet. Desperate to keep
Bumblebee a secret, Charlie chased after his mother so she could be around Bumblebee. Later she took Bumblebee to the beach so she could instruct him how to hide and expose herself only when she was around. Charlie tried to fix Bumblebee's voice synthesizer, but managed to play out an Optimus
Prime message that told her the robot was hiding from the Civil War. Back in his house, Charlie took the radio from the corvette and installed it in Bumblebee to teach him how to express himself using music. Their bonding session was interrupted by Charlie's new neighbor, Memo, who came up with the
intention of asking Charlie on a date. The memo saw Bumblebee but Charlie managed to iron out the situation and swore it a secret. Taking a memo on a road trip to show what Bumblebee could do, they ended up at a cliff party where Trip decided to show diving into the sea below and dared everyone to
join him. Bumblebee tried to push Charlie to join, but she couldn't bring herself to dive, the event brought back painful memories. Walking off, Charlie again taunted Tina and her friends. Charlie and Memo decide to get revenge on TPing and egg Tina at home and enlist Bumblebee. However, he is not
familiar with the concept and finishes demolishing Tina's car, so they drive until they are caught. On the way home, they are chased by a police car, but Bumblebee eventually loses the cops. The next day, Charlie decides to leave the Bumblebee at home if the cops are looking for a vehicle. However,
while at work, she receives a call from a memo about the disorder in her home. Arriving home, Charlie finds that Bumblebee somehow crashed inside his house. Despite her efforts to fix it, the damage is too extensive to disguise leading Charlie to argue with her mother and allow some of her deep-rooted
feelings to be known, and her mother also gives her some home truths. Charlie storms off with Memo Bumblebee in order to cool down. The trio is being detained by Sector Seven agents while driving. Initially Charlie and Memo were ready to follow 7 sector orders until their treatment of Charlie prompts
Bumblebee to become a security guard and run with Charlie. Sector Seven's new Decepticon allies, Shatter and Dropkick, arrive and help subdue Bumblebee with electric weapons. Charlie is also affected and is knocked unconscious. Waking up back at home, Charlie believes agent Jack Burns
explained to his mother and Ron that Charlie had an experimental government weapon. Charlie's attempts to tell the truth are down her mother. Sent to his room, Charlie sneaks out and enlists a memo to help try to free Bumblebee. To catch her brother, Otis, she convinces him to help them, covering her
absence with her family. Charlie and Memo break into McKinnon Air Base. Finding Bumblebee is being questioned by Shatter and Dropkick, Charlie watches as they look to kill Autobot and Dr. Powell after learning about Optimus Prime's plan to build a base on Earth. Shatter and Dropkick plan to
summon reinforcements to Earth and help trap Prime and Autobots and leave a modified nearby radio tower. Charlie uses one of Sector Seven's electric weapons to revive the Bumblebee, which also heals his broken memory. When Burns arrives and grabs Charlie, Bumblebee goes into combat mode
and deals with sector Seven force until Charlie manages to calm him down. Charlie and Bumblebee head to the radio tower where Shatter and Dropkick are changing the technology to call reinforcements. Bumblebee tries to keep Charlie out of danger by hiding in her dumpster, she was forced out of her
hiding spot in a Bumblebee battle with Dropkick. Spying shatter working radio tower, Charlie rises the radio tower and removes the power source from the transmitter. Shatter tries to kill Charlie and get power in the cell, but Decepticon soon distracted both Bumblebee and Agent Burns' arrival in the
helicopter. Shatter seems to be winning the fight, but Bumblebee blows a hole in the wall of dry socks and floods the territory. Shatter killed a large cargo ship to crush her, but Bumblebee is knocked unconscious under water. Charlie finally overcame his reluctance to dive and manages to save
bumblebee. As more sector seven forces arrive, Agent Burns tells them both to leave. Charlie understands that Bumblebee has a mission and can't stay in his life. They offer a tearful farewell on a hill overlooking the Golden Gate Bridge. Bumblebee uses his ability to adopt a new alt-mode-camaro, which
surprises and annoys Charlie at the same time. He drives over the bridge in the company of red and gray semi-cabs and trailers. Back at his home, Charlie reunites with his family and Memo continues to work in corvette. Finally, she gets the vehicle to work, much to her delight. Notes Links ↑ San Diego
Comic Con 2018 - Bumblebee Film Panel There is a brand new international poster for Transformers 6 Bumblebee, the upcoming action science fiction film directed by Travis Knight, take a look below:(Click on the poster boost.) Transformers 6 BUMBLEBEEEvery adventure has a beginning. Soon! 2D
and 3D cinemas. Plot summary: Twenty years before the events of the first film, in 1987, Bumblebee takes refuge in a small California beach town junkyard, where a teenage girl named Charlie Watson takes it. However, two of them soon find themselves under the hunt for a government agency known as
Sector 7, led by Agent Burns. How they run out of society, two learn that Bee is not the only transformer on Earth and that others may not be so friendly. Teenage girl Charlie Watson (pictured with Hailee Steinfeld) still looks tiny next to the crouching Bumblebee.Release date: December 21, 2018 (in
theaters). Update – A new official photo from the movie:(To enlarge, click the picture.) BUMBLEBEEHailee Steinfeld as Charlie and Bumble :) :)
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